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You may include this book as part of your curriculum.
You may distribute this book only in its entirety and with the following links intact: 

More reading guitar music information is available at 

http://www.guitarteacher.net.nz/reading-guitar-music.html

This book will also complement step by step guitar lessons, any easy to follow guitar course, 
intermediate guitar lessons, advanced guitar lessons and cheap guitar lessons too.
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Introduction

This book was produced to help my guitar students learn to read and write music on the stave and 
place the notes on guitar tab with consistent fingering.

This book is intended to be mind numbingly simple. It is not trying to be cute, complicated or 
entertaining. It is simply providing your mind and brain with enough repitition that you can't help 
but learn how to read and write below, on or above the stave.

Repitition is the mother of all learning. And so you will go through a lot of repitition.

Overload is the killer of all learning.  

Do not allow your mind to get overloaded with repitition. When your mind wanders, take a short 
break and do a reset. This is usually a signal of overload and your mind needs a break. So do so.

This book is not intended to be a totally self sufficient standalone (though for some people it can 
be.) It's most useful with a teacher to check your work. And mine.

This booklet is one of a series of seven or so reading guitar music books.

This booklet is concerned with helping you with notation and tablature only. This series of booklets 
focuses on notes and ignores rhythm.

If you want to read rhythm---which you absolutely must do---go to the rhythm and guitar section of 
http://www.guitarteacher.net.nz

Later series will join these two dimensions of rhythm and notes together.

Enjoy.
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Part Four: Learn the Space Names on the Stave and Guitar Tab

Study  the 4 space stave below and notice:

1. space 1 on the stave is called F
2. space 2 on the stave is called A
3. space 3 on the stave is called C
4. space 4 on the stave is called E

Notice: Notes sound higher as each space goes UP THE STAVE.

TIP: Remember the names of the stave spaces with  this word: FACE

Study  the 6 line guitar tab below and notice:

1. space 1 on the stave is D3 on the guitar tab and is called F
2. space 2 on the stave is G2 on the guitar tab and is called A
3. space 3 on the stave is B1 on the guitar tab and is called C
4. space 4 on the stave is E0 on the guitar tab and is called E

Notice: Notes sound higher as each line goes UP THE TAB.

e
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Exercise Nineteen:  Name the stave space

In the table below, fill in the blank after each space number.  See the examples in the first line.  Do 
the same with all the other numbers in this table. That is put the correct letter name after each equals 
sign.
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1 = F 4 = E 2 =  A 3 = C

2 = _____ 2 = _____ 4 = _____ 2 = _____

4 = _____ 4 = _____ 1 = _____ 4 = _____

2 = _____ 1 = _____ 2 = _____ 1 = _____

3 = _____ 4 = _____ 1 = _____ 3 = _____

1 = _____ 2 = _____ 3 = _____ 2 = _____

3 = _____ 4 = _____ 1 = _____ 3 = _____

3 = _____ 1 = _____ 4 = _____ 1 = _____

4 = _____ 3 = _____ 1 = _____ 4 = _____

4 = _____ 2 = _____ 2 = _____ 2 = _____

Stave 
Space

Note 
Name

Stave 
Space

Note 
Name

Stave 
Space

Note 
Name

Stave 
Space

Note 
Name
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Exercise Twenty: Number the stave space name

In the table below, fill in the blank after each space letter name.  See the examples in the first line. 
Do the same with all the other letters in this table. That is, put the correct number after each equals 
sign.
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F = 1 E = 4 A = 2 C = 3

C = _____ C = _____ C = _____ E = _____

E = _____ F = _____ E = _____ F = _____

A = _____ A = _____ C = _____ E = _____

C = _____ C = _____ A = _____ D = _____

F = _____ A = _____ F = _____ A = _____

E = _____ F = _____ A = _____ C = _____

A = _____ A = _____ C = _____ F = _____

F = _____ C = _____ E = _____ A = _____

C = _____ F = _____ A = _____ C = _____

Note 
Name

Stave 
Space

Note 
Name

Stave 
Space

Note 
Name

Stave 
Space

Note 
Name

Stave 
Space
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Exercise Twenty One: Number and label the stave and tab

From memory, number the spaces in the stave in bar 1. Name the spaces in the stave in bar 2.

From memory, number the lines in the guitar tab in bar 1. Name the strings in the tab in bar 2.

Check your answers on page 27. 

Exercise Twenty Two: Number and label the stave and tab 

Same as Exercise 21.
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Exercise Twenty Three: Label Stave Notes And Tab Location
Using bars 1 and 2 as your model,  name the notes on the stave and their position on the tab.
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Exercise Twenty Four: Play the notes on guitar from sight

Now set your metronome to MM60, pick up your guitar and play each note in time with the 
metronome.  Play one note per click.  Stay in strict time.  Do not slow down or speed up. Play 
mistake free.

NOTE: Play one page then stop and rest. Then play the second page after a page.  

Congratulations!

You have learned that there are 4 spaces a stave.

You have learned the stave spaces. You have learned:

1. space 1 on the stave is called F
2. space 2 on the stave is called A
3. space 3 on the stave is called C
4. space 4 on the stave is called E

You have learned there are 6 lines on  guitar tab. You have learned:

5. space 1 on the stave is D3 on the guitar tab and is called F
6. space 2 on the stave is G2 on the guitar tab and is called A
7. space 3 on the stave is B1 on the guitar tab and is called C
8. space 4 on the stave is E0 on the guitar tab and is called E

Notice: Notes sound higher as each line goes UP THE TAB.

You  have learned that knowing the stave space names is easy.

You  have learned that knowing where a stave line is on guitar tab names is easy  too.

You  know where the stave spaces are on your guitar. Well done!
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Part Five:  Learn the Note Names 
on the Leger spaces below the Stave and Guitar Tab

Study  the 3 leger spaces below the stave notice:

1. space 1 on the stave is called E
2. leger space -1 below the stave is called C
3. leger space -2 below the stave is called A
4. leger space -3 below the stave is called F

Notice: Notes sound higher as each leger space ascends.

TIP: Remember the names of the leger spaces below the stave with  this word: F A C E.

Study  the 6 line guitar tab below and notice:

1. space 1 on the stave is called E and is located on tab position D2
2. leger space -1 below the stave is called C and is located on tab position A3
3. leger space -2 below the stave is called A and is located on tab position A0
4. leger space -3 below the stave is called F and is located on tab position E1
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Exercise Twenty Five:  Name the leger space

In the table below, fill in the blank after each space number.  See the examples in the first line.  Do 
the same with all the other numbers in this table. That is put the correct letter name after each equals 
sign.
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-2 = A 1 = E -3 =  F -1 = C

-3 = _____ -1 = _____ -2 = _____ -3 = _____

-2 = _____ -2 = _____ -3 = _____ -1 = _____

-3 = _____ -1 = _____ -2 = _____ -3 = _____

-2 = _____ -3 = _____ 1 = _____ 1 = _____

1 = _____ -1 = _____ -1 = _____ -2 = _____

-1 = _____ -3 = _____ -1 = _____ -3 = _____

-2 = _____ 1 = _____ -3 = _____ -2 = _____

-1 = _____ -2 = _____ -1 = _____ -3 = _____

-3 = _____ -1 = _____ -3 = _____ -2 = _____

Leger 
Line

Note 
Name

Leger 
Line

Note 
Name

Leger 
Line

Note 
Name

Leger 
Line

Note 
Name
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Exercise Twenty Six: Number the stave space name

In the table below, fill in the blank after each space letter name.  See the examples in the first line. 
Do the same with all the other letters in this table. That is, put the correct number after each equals 
sign.
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F = 3 E = 1 A = _____ E = _____

A = _____ C = _____ F = _____ A = _____

F = _____ E = _____ A = _____ F = _____

C = _____ A = _____ F = _____ C = _____

F = _____ E = _____ C = _____ F = _____

E = _____ F = _____ F = _____ C = _____

A = _____ A = _____ E = _____ A = _____

F = _____ E = _____ A = _____ C = _____

A = _____ A = _____ C = _____ F = _____

C = _____ C = _____ A = _____ A = _____

Note 
Name

Leger 
Line

Note 
Name

Leger 
Line

Note 
Name

Leger 
Line

Note 
Name

Leger 
Line
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Exercise Twenty Seven: Number and label the stave and tab

From memory, number the leger spaces below the stave in bar 1. Name the leger spaces below the 
stave in bar 2.

From memory, write the leger space numbers below the tab with their fingerboard locations above. 
number the spaces in the guitar tab in bar 1. In bar 2, write the note names of each leger lne below 
the tab with their fingerboard locations above..

Check your answers on page 11. 

Exercise Twenty Eight: Number and label the stave and tab 
again

Same as Exercise 9.
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Exercise Twenty Nine: Label Leger spaces Notes And Tab 
Locations

Using bars 1 and 2 as your model,  name the notes on the stave and their position on the tab.
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Exercise Thirty: Play the notes on guitar from sight

Read One Bar At a Time Out of Tempo
1. Now pick up your guitar and choose a bar.  

2. Say the names of the notes as you read the bar.  

3. Turn away from the page and say the note names again. 

4. Now say the notes and play the notes at the same time. 

5. Now play the notes without saying them.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 with the next bar.

Read Two Bars At a Time Out of Tempo
7. Now pick up your guitar and choose two bars.  

8. Say the names of the notes as you read the two bars.  

9. Turn away from the page and say the note names again. 

10. Now say the notes and play the notes at the same time. 

11. Now play the notes without saying them.

12. Repeat steps 1-5 with the next two bars.

Read Continuously in Tempo – One Note per Two Clicks
1. Set your metronome to MM60.  

2. Now pick up your guitar and  play each note in time with the metronome

3. Play one note per two clicks.  Stay in strict time. 

4. Do not slow down or speed up. Play mistake free. 

5. Stop at the end of the first page. Rest for 2 minutes

6. Repeat Steps 1 – 5 for the next page of music.

Read Continuously in Tempo – One Note per Click
1. Repeat the previous 6 steps but play one note per click.  
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Congratulations!

You have learned the 3 leger spaces below the stave. You have learned:

5. space 1 on the stave is called E
6. leger space -1 below the stave is called C
7. leger space -2 below the stave is called C
8. leger space -3 below the stave is called C

You have learned there are 6 lines on  guitar tab.

You have learned where the leger lines below the stave are played on the guitar. You have learned:

5. space 1 on the stave is called E and is located on tab position D2
6. leger space -1 below the stave is called C and is located on tab position A3
7. leger space -2 below the stave is called A and is located on tab position A0
8. leger space -3 below the stave is called F and is located on tab position E1

 You  have learned that knowing the leger spaces below the stave is easy.

You have learned that knowing where a leger spaces below the stave is on guitar tab names is easy 
too.

You  know where the leger spaces below the stave are on your guitar. Well done!
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Part Six:  Learn the Note Names 
on the Leger spaces above the Stave and on Guitar Tab

Study the 5 leger spaces above the stave and notice:

1. leger space 1 above the stave is called  G
2. leger space 2 above the stave is called  B
3. leger space 3 above the stave is called  D
4. leger space 4 above the stave is called  F
5. leger space 5 above the stave is called  A

Notice: Notes sound higher as each leger space ascends.

TIP: Remember the names of the leger spaces below the stave with  this sentence: Good Boys 
Deserve Food Always

Study  the 6 line guitar tab below and notice:

1. leger space 1 above the stave is called G and is located on tab position E3
2. leger space 2 above the stave is called B and is located on tab position E7
3. leger space 3 above the stave is called D and is located on tab position E10
4. leger space 4 above the stave is called F and is located on tab position E13
5. leger space 5 above the stave is called A and is located on tab position E17
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Exercise Thirty One:  Name the leger space

In the table below, fill in the blank after each space number.  See the examples in the first line.  Do 
the same with all the other numbers in this table. That is put the correct letter name after each equals 
sign.
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2 = B 4 = F 3 = D 1 = G

3 = _____ 1 = _____ 2 = _____ 4 = _____

5 = _____ 5 = _____ 5 = _____ 1 = _____

3 = _____ 3 = _____ 1 = _____ 3 = _____

2 = _____ 4 = _____ 2 = _____ 5 = _____

1 = _____ 2 = _____ 4 = _____ 2 = _____

2 = _____ 5 = _____ 2 = _____ 5 = _____

5 = _____ 1 = _____ 3 = _____ 3 = _____

4 = _____ 3 = _____ 5 = _____ 2 = _____

3 = _____ 4 = _____ 1 = _____ 4 = _____

Leger 
Space

Note 
Name

Leger 
Space

Note 
Name

Leger 
Space

Note 
Name

Leger 
Space

Note 
Name
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Exercise Thirty Two: Number the stave space name

In the table below, fill in the blank after each space letter name.  See the examples in the first line. 
Do the same with all the other letters in this table. That is, put the correct number after each equals 
sign.
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G = 3 B = 1 D = _____ F = _____

D = _____ D = _____ A = _____ G = _____

G = _____ F = _____ G = _____ A = _____

B = _____ B = _____ B = _____ D = _____

G = _____ G = _____ D = _____ C = _____

F = _____ A = _____ B = _____ G = _____

G = _____ D = _____ F = _____ B = _____

D = _____ C = _____ B = _____ F = _____

A = _____ F = _____ A = _____ B = _____

D = _____ B = _____ D = _____ D = _____

Note 
Name

Leger 
Space

Note 
Name

Leger 
Space

Note 
Name

Leger 
Space

Note 
Name

Leger 
Space
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Exercise Thirty Three: Number and label the stave and tab

From memory, number the leger spaces below the stave in bar 1. Name the leger spaces below the 
stave in bar 2.

From memory, write the leger space numbers below the tab with their fingerboard locations above. 
number the spaces in the guitar tab in bar 1. In bar 2, write the note names of each leger lne below 
the tab with their fingerboard locations above..

Check your answers on page 45. 

Exercise Thirty Four: Number and label the stave and tab 
again

Same as Exercise 33.
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Exercise Thirty Five: Label Leger spaces Notes And Tabs

Using bars 1 and 2 as your model,  name the notes on the stave and their position on the tab.
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Exercise Thirty Six: Play the notes on guitar from sight

Read One Bar At a Time Out of Tempo
1. Now pick up your guitar and choose a bar.  

2. Say the names of the notes as you read the bar.  

3. Turn away from the page and say the note names again. 

4. Now say the notes and play the notes at the same time. 

5. Now play the notes without saying them.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 with the next bar.

Read Two Bars At a Time Out of Tempo
1. Now pick up your guitar and choose two bars.  

2. Say the names of the notes as you read the two bars.  

3. Turn away from the page and say the note names again. 

4. Now say the notes and play the notes at the same time. 

5. Now play the notes without saying them.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 with the next two bars.

Read Continuously in Tempo – One Note per Two Clicks
1. Set your metronome to MM60.  

2. Now pick up your guitar and  play each note in time with the metronome

3. Play one note per two clicks.  Stay in strict time. 

4. Do not slow down or speed up. Play mistake free. 

5. Stop at the end of the first page. Rest for 2 minutes

6. Repeat Steps 1 – 5 for the next page of music.

Read Continuously in Tempo – One Note per Click
1. Repeat the previous 6 steps but play one note per click.  
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Congratulations!

You have learned the 4 leger spaces above the stave. You have learned:

1. leger space 1 above the stave is called  G
2. leger space 2 above the stave is called  B
3. leger space 3 above the stave is called  D
4. leger space 4 above the stave is called  F

You have learned where the leger spaces above the stave are played on the guitar. You have learned:

1. leger space 1 above the stave is called G and is located on tab position E3
2. leger space 2 above the stave is called B and is located on tab position E7
3. leger space 3 above the stave is called D and is located on tab position E10
4. leger space 4 above the stave is called F and is located on tab position E13

 You  have learned that knowing the leger spaces above the stave is easy.

You have learned that knowing where a leger spaces above the stave is on guitar tab names is easy 
too.

You  know where the leger spaces above the stave are on your guitar. Well done!
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Brain Gym

Ascending Instructions
Use Example 1 as your model example. In the following examples FILL THE BLANKS between 
the letters and fill in the string-fret tab location under each note.

1 E G B D F A C E G B D F

E0 E3 A2 D0 D3 G2 B1 E0 E3 E7 E10 E13

2 G ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ F

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

3 B ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ F

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

4 D ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ F

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

5 F ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ F

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

6 A ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ F

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

7 C ____ ____ ____ ____ F

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

8 E ____ ____ ____ F

____ ____ ____ ____ ____

9 G ____ ____ F

____ ____ ____ ____

10 B ____ F
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Descending Instructions

Use Example 1 as your model example. In the following examples FILL THE BLANKS between 
the letters and fill in the string-fret tab location under each note.

You need to be able to think fluently backwards in skips as well as forward.

1 F D B G E C A F D B G E

E13 E10 E7 E3 E0 B1 G2 D3 D0 A2 E3 E0

2 D ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ E

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

3 B ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ E

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

4 G ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ E

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

5 E ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ E

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

6 C ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ E

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

7 A ____ ____ ____ ____ E

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

8 F ____ ____ ____ E

____ ____ ____ ____ ____

9 D ____ ____ E

____ ____ ____ ____

10 B ____ E
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